Maths Plus
NSW Syllabus

Help students build their skills, develop understanding and make connections over time

TION
EVALUA
PACK

1L
750 mL
500 mL
250 mL

Practise, master, assess
MATHS PLUS AT A GLANCE

TEACHING AND LEARNING APPROACH

TEACHER RESOURCES

Spiralling, also known as ‘spacing’

Teacher Books

Supports practice and consolidation

Teacher Dashboard, which provides online
access to a wealth of resources and support
material for Kinder to Year 6, including:

HOW?
Students explore and revisit mathematical
concepts over time, building their skills,
developing understanding and making
connections.

Teaching resources
interactive teaching tools to
introduce concepts
blackline masters and investigations

WHAT SORT OF ACTIVITIES ARE INCLUDED?

lesson plans and learning support

learning, practice and consolidation activities

potential difficulties video tutorials

problem-solving tasks

Planning and assessment material

extra support and extension activities

curricula and planning documents

mentals and homework activities

assessment tests and diagnostic term
reviews

LEARNING OUTCOME

dictionary of mathematical terms

The spiralling approach helps students
develop robust recall of information,
consolidating learning and increasing their
mathematical fluency.

answers
CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT

STUDENT RESOURCES

The series is fully aligned with the NSW
Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum.

Student Books
Student Dashboards
Assessment Books
Mentals and Homework Books
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What does Maths Plus look like in the classroom?

1

2

Plan and implement teaching

Practise

Use the Teacher Dashboard
or Teacher Book to access
lesson plans and learning
support, including explicit
references to the Student
Books.

The Student Books and
Student Dashboards provide
multiple problem-solving
opportunities for the students
to explore and practise
mathematical concepts.

4

3

Assess the results

Master

Use the post-tests to
measure student growth and
report on competency and
understanding.

The Mentals and Homework
Books allow students
to practise their skills,
consolidate understanding
and increase fluency.

Challenge and
extend
Advanced
Primary Maths is
an accelerated
program of
mathematics that
can be used in
conjunction with
Math Plus.
It engages and
extends students
in Years 3 to 6,
and supports the
effective teaching
of mathematics
through problem
solving and openended learning in
real-world contexts
See pages 22–25.
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STEP 1

Plan and implement
teaching

RESOURCES
Teacher Book and Teacher Dashboard

Refer to the Maths Plus Teacher Book for curriculum links, direct instruction and links to the
Teacher Dashboard, Mentals and Homework Books and Advanced Primary Maths.
Use the Maths Plus Teacher Dashboard to access a wealth of additional teaching and learning
resources such as interactive teaching tools, videos, blackline masters, investigations, answers
and more!
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Links to corresponding Maths Plus
resources for every unit

unit

2

Student Book

SB
Page 8

Mentals and
Homework Book
Advanced
Primary Maths
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M&H
Page 4
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M&H
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Symmetry
NSW Syllabus

Materials

Identify symmetry in the environment

•
•
•
•
•
•

APM [CCT]
M&H(Reasoning)
Lesson focus

Identify lines of symmetry and make
symmetrical shapes

APM

Getting started

coloured paper squares
scissors
BLM 2 (1-cm dot paper and grid paper)
paste
drawing paper
internet access

Direct instruction

As a class, brainstorm a definition of ‘symmetry’. Use the Internet to access
its meaning from an online maths dictionary. Write your agreed definition on
the board.
Ask: Where can we see examples of symmetry around our classroom,
school or home?
Ask students to list items on their desks which have symmetry.
Make a class list of the things around the room which have symmetry.
Emphasise the need for shapes to have mirror images for them to be symmetrical.
Refer to the Teacher Dashboard for resources such as the digital teaching object ‘Symmetry’, which can
be used to introduce the concept of line symmetry.

Learning activities

T

Link to Teacher Dashboard
Extension activities

➜ Ask students to find shapes around the room with
two, three and four lines of symmetry. Ask students to
draw the shapes in their books, showing the lines of
symmetry.

R

AF

1 Ask students to fold coloured paper squares to show
the lines of symmetry. Ensure that students realise that
‘fold lines’ resulting in identical halves can be termed
‘lines of symmetry’. If students find one line of symmetry,
they should be encouraged to try to find others. Record
the results so that generalisations can be developed
(such as squares have four lines of symmetry and
rectangles have only two lines of symmetry).
2 Ask students to cut out different shapes (for example,
triangles, circles or any shape of their choice) and
to draw the lines of symmetry. Ensure that students
experiment with a wide range of shapes and notice,
for example, that only some triangles (equilateral and
isosceles) have any lines of symmetry.
Students report to the class about their experiments
with different shapes and what they discovered about
lines of symmetry.
3 Ask students to draw some shapes on grid paper
(BLM 2) and include the lines of symmetry. Discuss the
results as a whole class.
In pairs, ask one student to draw only half a shape
on grid paper, and then give the half-drawn shape to
their partner to complete. Discuss the results.
4 Ask students to draw some symmetrical shapes on
dot paper (BLM 2) and include the lines of symmetry.
Discuss as a whole class. Students should also draw
some shapes that are not symmetrical and say why they
are not.

D

Learning
activities

Reflection

As a class, analyse the shapes in activities 9 and 10 on
student book page 8 to identify those with two, three and
four lines of symmetry.
Link to Advanced
Ask the students to make generalisationsPrimary
about 2D Maths
shapes
and symmetry and share these with the class.

Advanced Primary Maths

Ask students to explain in their own words what symmetry
is and to give examples and non-examples of symmetrical
objects.

Assessment
➜ Can students explain symmetry and locate examples of
symmetrical 2D shapes?
➜ Can students use paper folding to show lines of
symmetry or to show that a shape is not symmetrical?
➜ The Assessment Book is best used for end-of-year
assessment. However, appropriate questions from
page 18 can be used to check that students can identify
lines of symmetry in shapes in different orientations.

Support activities
➜ Give students coloured paper for paper folding. Ask
them to draw a variety of shapes, cut them out, paste
them into their books and draw the lines of symmetry.
➜ Encourage students to draw abstract pictures and
shapes. Divide the class group into pairs and ask the
students to draw lines of symmetry on their partner’s
shapes and pictures.

8
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Term planners
TERM 1 SUGGESTED PLANNER
WEEK UNIT

PAGES

Number & Algebra

Measurement & Geometry

1

1

2–5

Solve addition facts to 20.
Add two-digit numbers with
materials.
Find a pattern in an addition grid.
Skip count to find a total.
Skip count to complete patterns

2

2

6–9

Subtraction facts to 20.
Missing numbers in subtractions.
Model and write three-digit numbers.
Order three-digit numbers.

Draw lines of symmetry on shapes.
Complete drawings of symmetrical
shapes.
Compare informal areas.
Measure areas informally.
Compare area units.

3

3

10–13

Make combinations of 10 for
addition.
Solve problems by making 10s.
Explore addition and subtraction as
inverse operations.

Describe the position of objects.
Follow directions to place items in
a grid.

4

4

14–17

Solve subtraction facts from addition.
Solve problems.
Write an addition problem.
Use mental strategies and arrays to
multiply by two.

Match sets of faces and surfaces to
3D objects.
Recognise vertices and edges of 3D
objects.
Measure and estimate the length of
objects in centimetres.

5

5

18–21

Model odd and even numbers.
Find patterns in odd and even
numbers.
Round numbers to 10.
Round numbers to estimate answers
to addition number sentences.

Investigate the properties of triangles.
Recognise the minute, hour and
second hands of a watch.
Show the time on clock faces.

6

6

22–25

Expand three-digit numbers.
Use > or < to compare numbers.
Use mental strategies and arrays to
multiply by five.

Use a grid to locate and give
positions.

7

26–29

Introduce and use the division
symbol.
Write and solve division number
sentences.
Use the ‘jump’ strategy to solve
addition of two-digit numbers.

Identify parallel lines from a group of
lines.
List sets of parallel lines in the
environment.
Measure capacity using informal
units.
Choose appropriate measuring units.

8

8

30–33

Extend subtraction facts.
Introduce numerator and
denominator.
Identify and model halves, quarters
and eighths.

Identify faces, edges and vertices of
pyramids.
Describe a pyramid.
Develop strategies to calculate area.

9

9

34–37

Use the split strategy to add twodigit numbers.
Solve problems using the split
strategy.
Relate the two and four times tables.
Use the double then double again
strategy.
Recognise tables patterns in the
hundreds chart.

Interpret and construct picture
graphs.
Read, record and order digital times.

10

38–39

Use tally marks to record survey
results.
Interpret a column graph.

T

AF

D
R

7

Identify prisms and cylinders.
Match 3D objects with their names.
Measure items using centimetres.
Draw lines to exact centimetres.

Statistics & Probability

Interpret column graphs.
Construct a column graph.

Diagnostic review 1

viii
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NSW Syllabus Outcomes
1 1 22 33 44 55 66 77
NUMBER
NUMBER AND
AND ALGEBRA
ALGEBRA

Units
Units
Whole
WholeNumbers
Numbers

88 99 1010 1111 1212 1313 1414 1515 1616 1717 1818 1919 20
20 2121 22
22 23
23 24
24 25
25 26
26 27
27 28
28 29
29 30
30 3131 32
32 33
33 34
34 35
35

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-4NA
MA2-4NAapplies
appliesplace
placevalue
valuetotoorder,
order,read
readand
andrepresent
representnumbers
numbersofofup
uptotofive
fivedigits
digits
Addition
Additionand
andSubtraction
Subtraction

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-5NA
MA2-5NAuses
usesmental
mentaland
andwritten
writtenstrategies
strategiesfor
foraddition
additionand
andsubtraction
subtractioninvolving
involvingtwo-,three-,
two-,three-,
fourfour-and
andfive-digit
five-digitnumbers
numbers
Multiplication
Multiplicationand
andDivision
Division

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-6NA
MA2-6NAuses
usesmental
mentaland
andinformal
informalwritten
writtenstrategies
strategiesfor
formultiplication
multiplicationand
anddivision
division

Fractions
Fractionsand
andDecimals
Decimals

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-7NA
MA2-7NArepresents,
represents,models
modelsand
andcompares
comparescommonly
commonlyused
usedfractions
fractionsand
anddecimals
decimals
Patterns
Patternsand
andAlgebra
Algebra

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-8NA
MA2-8NAgeneralises
generalisesproperties
propertiesofofodd
oddand
andeven
evennumbers,
numbers,generates
generatesnumber
numberpatterns,
patterns,and
and
completes
completessimple
simplenumber
numbersentences
sentencesby
bycalculating
calculatingmissing
missingvalues
values

MEASUREMENT
MEASUREMENT AND
AND GEOMETRY
GEOMETRY
Measurement
Measurement

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

Length
Length

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

Area
Area

T

T

MA2-9MG
MA2-9MGmeasures,
measures,records,
records,compares
comparesand
andestimates
estimateslengths,
lengths,distances
distancesand
andperimeters
perimetersinin
metres,
metres,centimetres
centimetresand
andmillimetres,
millimetres,and
andmeasures,
measures,compares
comparesand
andrecords
recordstemperatures
temperatures

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM

AF

Volume
Volumeand
andCapacity
Capacity

AF

MA2-10MG
MA2-10MGmeasures,
measures,records,
records,compares
comparesand
andestimates
estimatesareas
areasusing
usingsquare
squarecentimetres
centimetresand
and
square
squaremetres
metres

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-11MG
MA2-11MGmeasures,
measures,records,
records,compares
comparesand
andestimates
estimatesvolumes
volumesand
andcapacities
capacitiesusing
usinglitres,
litres,
millilitres
millilitresand
andcubic
cubiccentimetres
centimetres

Mass
Mass

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-12MG
MA2-12MGmeasures,
measures,records,
records,compares
comparesand
andestimates
estimatesthe
themasses
massesofofobjects
objectsusing
usingkilograms
kilograms
and
andgrams
grams

Time
Time

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM

Three-Dimensional
Three-DimensionalSpace
Space

R

Geometry
Geometry

R

MA2-13MG
MA2-13MGreads
readsand
andrecords
recordstime
timeininone-minute
one-minuteintervals
intervalsand
andconverts
convertsbetween
betweenhours,
hours,minutes
minutes
and
andseconds
seconds

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-14MG
MA2-14MGmakes,
makes,compares,
compares,sketches
sketchesand
andnames
namesthree-dimensional
three-dimensionalobjects,
objects,including
includingprisms,
prisms,
pyramids,
pyramids,cylinders,
cylinders,cones
conesand
andspheres,
spheres,and
anddescribes
describestheir
theirfeatures
features

D

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

D

Two-Dimensional
Two-DimensionalSpace
Space

MA2-15MG
MA2-15MGmanipulates,
manipulates,identifies
identifiesand
andsketches
sketchestwo-dimensional
two-dimensionalshapes,
shapes,including
includingspecial
special
quadrilaterals,
quadrilaterals,and
anddescribes
describestheir
theirfeatures
features

Angles
Angles

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM

MA2-16MG
MA2-16MGidentifies,
identifies,describes,
describes,compares
comparesand
andclassifies
classifiesangles
angles

Position
Position

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-17MG
MA2-17MGuses
usessimple
simplemaps
mapsand
andgrids
gridstotorepresent
representposition
positionand
andfollow
followroutes,
routes,including
includingusing
using
compass
compassdirections
directions

STATISTICS
STATISTICS AND
AND PROBABILITY
PROBABILITY
Data
Data

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-18SP
MA2-18SPselects
selectsappropriate
appropriatemethods
methodstotocollect
collectdata,
data,and
andconstructs,
constructs,compares,
compares,interprets
interpretsand
and
evaluates
evaluatesdata
datadisplays,
displays,including
includingtables,
tables,picture
picturegraphs
graphsand
andcolumn
columngraphs
graphs

Chance
Chance

Working
WorkingMathematically
Mathematically MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM

MA2-19SP
MA2-19SPdescribes
describesand
andcompares
compareschance
chanceevents
eventsininsocial
socialand
andexperimental
experimentalcontexts
contexts
Working
WorkingMathematically
MathematicallyOutcomes
Outcomes
MA2-1WM
MA2-1WM uses
usesappropriate
appropriateterminology
terminologytotodescribe,
describe,and
andsymbols
symbolstotorepresent,
represent,mathematical
mathematicalideas
ideas
MA2-2WM
MA2-2WM selects
selectsand
anduses
usesappropriate
appropriatemental
mentalororwritten
writtenstrategies,
strategies,orortechnology,
technology,totosolve
solveproblems
problems
MA2-3WM
MA2-3WM checks
checksthe
theaccuracy
accuracyofofaastatement
statementand
andexplains
explainsthe
thereasoning
reasoningused
used

vi
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Start your lesson by navigating to a page on the Lessons tab

Projectable Student Book pages for
whole-class and small-group teaching
Resources are available at
the top of each page
Interactive teaching tool
for whole-class learning

Downloadable
Teacher Notes

Potential Difficulties
video tutorial

unit

2
SB

Page 8

SB

M&H
Page 4

SB

APM

M&H

Page 115

Symmetry
NSW Syllabus

Materials

Identify symmetry in the environment

•
•
•
•
•
•

APM [CCT]
M&H(Reasoning)
Lesson focus

Identify lines of symmetry and make
symmetrical shapes

APM

coloured paper squares
scissors
BLM 2 (1-cm dot paper and grid paper)
paste
drawing paper
internet access

Getting started
As a class, brainstorm a definition of ‘symmetry’. Use the Internet to access
its meaning from an online maths dictionary. Write your agreed definition on
the board.
Ask: Where can we see examples of symmetry around our classroom,
school or home?
Ask students to list items on their desks which have symmetry.
Make a class list of the things around the room which have symmetry.
Emphasise the need for shapes to have mirror images for them to be symmetrical.
Refer to the Teacher Dashboard for resources such as the digital teaching object ‘Symmetry’, which can
be used to introduce the concept of line symmetry.

Learning activities
1 Ask students to fold coloured paper squares to show
the lines of symmetry. Ensure that students realise that
‘fold lines’ resulting in identical halves can be termed
‘lines of symmetry’. If students find one line of symmetry,
they should be encouraged to try to find others. Record
the results so that generalisations can be developed
(such as squares have four lines of symmetry and
rectangles have only two lines of symmetry).
2 Ask students to cut out different shapes (for example,
triangles, circles or any shape of their choice) and
to draw the lines of symmetry. Ensure that students
experiment with a wide range of shapes and notice,
for example, that only some triangles (equilateral and
isosceles) have any lines of symmetry.
Students report to the class about their experiments
with different shapes and what they discovered about
lines of symmetry.
3 Ask students to draw some shapes on grid paper
(BLM 2) and include the lines of symmetry. Discuss the
results as a whole class.
In pairs, ask one student to draw only half a shape
on grid paper, and then give the half-drawn shape to
their partner to complete. Discuss the results.
4 Ask students to draw some symmetrical shapes on
dot paper (BLM 2) and include the lines of symmetry.
Discuss as a whole class. Students should also draw
some shapes that are not symmetrical and say why they
are not.

Extension activities

Learning activities

➜ Ask students to find shapes around the room with
two, three and four lines of symmetry. Ask students to
draw the shapes in their books, showing the lines of
symmetry.

Reflection
As a class, analyse the shapes in activities 9 and 10 on
student book page 8 to identify those with two, three and
four lines of symmetry.
Ask the students to make generalisations about 2D shapes
and symmetry and share these with the class.

Advanced Primary Maths
Ask students to explain in their own words what symmetry
is and to give examples and non-examples of symmetrical
objects.

Assessment
➜ Can students explain symmetry and locate examples of
symmetrical 2D shapes?
➜ Can students use paper folding to show lines of
symmetry or to show that a shape is not symmetrical?
➜ The Assessment Book is best used for end-of-year
assessment. However, appropriate questions from
page 19 can be used to check that students can identify
lines of symmetry in shapes in different orientations.

Support activities

01_MP_NSW_TB3_19274_TXT_6pp_revised_SI.indd 8
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Support activities

➜ Ask students to find the area of surfaces by u
tessellations (squares, rectangles and triangle
➜ Compare the areas of two or three surfaces b
them with the same units.

Extension activities

➜ Give students coloured paper for paper folding. Ask
them to draw a variety of shapes, cut them out, paste
them into their books and draw the lines of symmetry.
➜ Encourage students to draw abstract pictures and
shapes. Divide the class group into pairs and ask the
students to draw lines of symmetry on their partner’s
shapes and pictures.

8

1 Ask students to draw a 3 cm by 3 cm square
paper (BLM 4). Ask: How many square units
shape cover? (9) What is the area of this squ
(9 square units)
Ask students to draw and then measure t
some smaller shapes on the grid paper. They
their findings with a partner.
2 Ask students to draw, on the grid paper, som
shapes that each cover the same number of
units. Ask: Do all your shapes have the same
do you know?
3 Provide envelopes, exercise books, Base 10
bottletops, etc. Ask students to work in smal
measure the area of items in the room using
provided. The students may choose the units
to use. Make time for groups to describe the
they measured and the units they used. Ask:
of the units not suitable? Why? How close w
estimates?
4 Discuss tessellation patterns. Why are some
better to use for measuring area than others?
list (or diagram) of shapes that fit together lea
without leaving gaps.

➜ Ask students to create their own tessellation
and explain why they are tessellations.
➜ Ask students to find some tessellation pattern
local environment.

9780190319274 © Oxford University Press 2020
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Teacher Dashboard
Access all teaching and learning resources
for Year 3 on the Resources tab

Potential
Difficulties
video tutorial

Interactive
teaching tool
for whole-class
learning
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Teacher Dashboard
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Access all planning and assessment material
for Year 3 on the Planning & Assessment tab

Curriculum links

Find a Topic chart

Planners

Downloadable
and printable
Blackline masters

Assessment
and diagnostic
review resources

Answers and
dictionary

Investigations
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Find a topic
NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

page

Whole numbers
3-digit numeration
4-digit numeration
Counting by 10s and 100s
Rounding to 10

7, 22
61, 107, 128
44, 78
19

Addition and subtraction
Strategies

10, 11, 14, 27, 30, 34, 40, 48,
52, 56, 64, 68, 98, 144
Addition facts
2
Subtraction facts
6
Adding 2- and 3-digit numbers
72, 86, 102, 116, 120
Adding 4-digit numbers
124
Subtracting 2- and 3-digit numbers 82, 90, 106, 116, 136
Subtracting 4-digit numbers
136
Commutative property
117
Associative property
137

Multiplication and division

3, 15, 23, 35, 49, 57, 65, 69, 79, 83
94, 99, 110, 141, 144
15, 23, 35, 49, 65, 69, 79, 83, 94, 142
26, 57, 69, 83, 99, 111, 121

Multiplication
Division

Fractions and decimals
Common fractions
Hundredths
Equivalent fractions
Fractions of a collection
Decimal hundredths
Fractions on a number line
Counting by fractions

91
140
103
125

Money and financial mathematics
Money
Calculating change
Rounding to 5 cents

Patterns and algebra
Number patterns
Inverse operations
Commutative property
Associative property
Missing numbers
Odd and even numbers

60, 87, 95
87
95

46, 61, 73, 129, 132
11, 14
117
137
145
18

AF
T

Strategies

page

Commutative property
Associative property

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

Area

5, 17
43
71
143
85
92

R

Centimetres
Metres
Perimeter
Decimal notation
Millimetres
Temperature
Informal units
Calculating area
Square centimetres
Square metres

9
33
75, 147
105

Volume and capacity

D

Informal units
Litres
Cubic centimetres
Millilitres

Mass

Informal units
Kilograms
Grams

Time

Minutes
Digital time
Quarter to/quarter past
Digital time/analog time

29
29, 55, 89
109, 135
139

47
67, 101, 119
131
21
37
63
93

Three-dimensional space
Three-dimensional objects
Prisms and cylinders
Pyramids
Modelling objects/nets
Cross-sections
Drawing 3D objects

4
16, 74
32
58, 130
88
118

Two-dimensional space
Symmetry
Triangles
Parallel lines
Rigidity of shapes
Pentagons
Reflect, translate and rotate
Octagons
Parallelograms
Quadrilaterals
Describing shapes

8, 50
20
28
104
62
80
108
122
127
134

Angles

42, 84
Dictionary
54

Angles
Perpendicular lines
Describing shapes

Position

Describing position
Grid maps
Maps
Drawing a plan

Dictio
nary p
from th age
e
Maths
Plus 3
Teache
Dashb r
oard*

134

12, 112, 138
abacus
24, 96 used for calculating.
An instrument

ascending order
An arrangement of numbers from smallest to
largest.

70, 112, 138
146

256, 291, 307, 452

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY
Chance
Experiments
Describing likelihood

Data representation and interpretation
51, 81, 100, 123
51, 81, 100, 113

Collecting data
Column graphs
Picture graphs
Tables

Thou Hund
13, 66, 97, 100, 123, 126
13, 25, 97, 100, 123, 126
36
acute angle
36,An
59,angle
66, 97,less
100 than 90°.

Tens

Ones

5 + 4 + 6 = 15
4 + 6 + 5 = 15
6 + 5 + 4 = 15

v

A series of numbers can be multiplied in any order
without changing the result.

acute angle
02-May-19 11:23:22 AM

addition (+)
The operation that finds the sum or total.
am (ante meridiem)
The morning. Any time from midnight to noon,
e.g. 7:30 am is 7:30 in the morning.
analog clock
A clock face with numbers 1 to 12, and two hands.

5 × 4 × 3 = 60
4 × 3 × 5 = 60
3 × 5 × 4 = 60

axis of symmetry
An imaginary line that divides a shape exactly in
half. If a shape is folded along this line, both sides
will match.

AF

01_MP_SB3_19205_TXT_2pp.indd 5

associative property
A series of numbers can be added in any order
without changing the result.

T

Length

R

angle
The amount of turn between two arms around a
common endpoint (the vertex).

D

arm

base
The bottom line of a 2D
shape.
base
The bottom face of a 3D
object.

amount of turn

vertex

arm

area
The surface covered by any 2D shape. Area can be
measured in cm2, m2, hectares and km2.

base
For example:
• pyramids have one base

base

3 cm
2 cm

• prisms have two
bases.

base

base

Area = 6 cm2

array
An arrangement of objects or
symbols into rows and columns.

150
10_MP_SB3_19205_TXT_2pp.indd 150

capacity
The amount a container can hold.
Capacity can be measured in millilitres
(mL), litres (L) and kilolitres (kL).

SHAMPOO

1L

Oxford University Press
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*Materials marked DRAFT are part of the new edition Student Books and not yet available on the Teacher Dashboard
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STEP 2

Practise

RESOURCES
Student Books and Student Dashboards

The Maths Plus Student Books and Student Dashboards offer opportunities for spiralled learning
and practice, and for students to develop and consolidate skills in understanding, fluency, reasoning
and problem solving.
They include:
yy four diagnostic term reviews (Years 1–6) to assess concepts and skills
yy contextual support and examples
yy a dictionary (Years 2–6)
yy answers (Years 2–6)
14

NEW
EDITION
Student
Book

Activit
yp
the Ma age from
Studen ths Plus 3
t Bo
6: Colu ok for Unit
mn gra
phs

Student activity pages are colour-coded and cover the
three Australian Curriculum: Mathematics content strands
of Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and
Statistics and Probability.

L CCT N

unit

6

Column graphs
Proficiency
16 Interpret the column graph.
strands and
general
a What sports have
capabilities
the same popularity?
are included
b How many more children
on every page

Softball

Cricket

e Do as many children play
netball as children who swim
and play cricket combined?

Swimming

d How many children play
the two most popular sports?

Netball

c How many more children
play football than tennis?

Tennis

play netball than cricket?

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Football

Number of children

Favourite sports

T

Sports
Clear and
easy-to-read
page design

R
AF

17 Sam, the hobby farmer, surveyed his animals to see if any were missing.

Number of animals

D

Construct a column graph to
represent the farm animals.

15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Sam’s animals

Dogs

18 Categories

Cats Horses Cows Sheep Hens
Animals

a Which animals do you think are Sam’s pets?
b Which animals do you think are being bred to sell?

Oxford University Press

03_MP_SB3_19205_TXT_2pp.indd 25

Interpret and compare data displays

25

03-May-19 10:53:55 AM

15

Student Book

25

Addition problems
Amusement
Island

The Ship

7 km

6

Bumper
Cars
8 km

9 km

m

m
5 kGravitron

Swing Ride

Carousel

Water Ride
Roller
Coaster 7 km

The Tower

5 km

Ferris Wheel
4 km

a Julia travelled from The Ship to Roller
Coaster. If she passed through Bumper
Cars, how far did she travel?

4 km
Circus

b Marco travelled from The Ship to Ferris
Wheel. If he passed through Gravitron,
Carousel and The Tower, how far did he
travel?
c Write another problem based on
this map.

R
AF

Fresh and
engaging
illustrations

Solve the problems.

6k

m
6k

5 km

km

8 km

1

T

unit

Activit
yp
the Ma age from
th
Studen s Plus 3
t Book
for
Unit 5
PROBLEM SOLVING N2CCT
:
and no Patterns
n-patte
rns

2 Solve the problems.

Problem

Working out

a Our hens laid 80 eggs on

Saturday and 65 on Sunday.
How many eggs did they lay
over the weekend?

b Farmer Green sheared

D

43 sheep on Monday,
44 on Tuesday and 42 on
Wednesday. How many
sheep has he shorn?

c If 75 cows were milked this

morning and 75 will be milked
this afternoon, how many will
be milked today?

d The water tank has 123 L
of water. If a further 47 L
of water are added, how
much water will there be
in the tank?

102

Recall addition facts for single-digit numbers and related subtraction facts
to develop increasingly efficient mental strategies for computation

07_MP_SB3_19205_TXT_2pp.indd 102
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NSW Syllabus content descriptions are included on every page.

16

Oxford University Press

Student Book

Diagn
ost
review ic term
from th
e
Maths
Plus 3
Studen
t Book

Diagnostic review 4
PART 7

PART 10

Sketch these objects.
a

Any prism

Add or subtract times on the 2nd clock.
c

Cylinder

a

Add
15 min

11

12

1

11
2

10

3

9
7

b

Cone

d

Any pyramid

b

Subtract
10 min

11

12

7

11
2

T
PART 8

e

D
R

c

b

d

3
4
7

:

6

5

:

d

Half past 6

:

e

Quarter past 2

:

f

PART 11
Record each length measurement as a
decimal.

PART 9
N

W

2

Write these times in digital form.

Colour the shapes that are parallelograms.
a

Add
20 min

AF

c

1

8

5

6

12

5

9

4

8

6

10
3

9
7

3
4

1

10

2

8

5

6

1

9

4

8

12

10

E

a

1 m 25 cm =

.

m

b

2 m 37 cm =

.

m

c

6 m 49 cm =

.

m

S

PART 12
Answer the questions.

a
b
c
d
e
f

Start at X and travel north 4 spaces.
Turn east and travel 3 spaces.
Turn south and travel 3 spaces.
Head east 4 spaces then north 3 spaces.
Head west 2 spaces.
What shape did you find?
Oxford University Press

09_MP_SB3_19205_TXT_2pp.indd 149

a

How many millilitres in 1 litre?

b

How many centimetres in 1 metre?

c

How many grams in 1 kilogram?

d

How many minutes in 1 hour?

e

How many millilitres in 2 litre?
1
How many centimetres in 4 metre?

f

1

149
03-May-19 11:16:56 AM
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STEP 3

Master

RESOURCES
Mentals and Homework Books

The Maths Plus Mentals and Homework Books (Years 1–6) provide opportunities to practise and
develop skills and strategies.
The Mentals and Homework Books:
yy provide essential revision and consolidation activities
yy directly correspond to the concepts and units of work presented in the Student Books
yy link all activities to the three Australian Curriculum: Mathematics strands.
18

Activ
from th ity page
e Math
s Plus
3 Men
tals an
d
Home
work B
ook

UNIT

4

Number and Algebra
Connecting addition and
SET 2 subtraction

SET 1 Basic
1 10 + 4

Complete these addition facts. Then use the
subtraction facts to check your answers.

2 7+6

1 06 + 7 =

13 – 6 =

4 8+5

2 08 + 6 =

14 – 8 =

5 2 + 12

3 10 + 9 =

19 – 10 =

6 13 + 4

4 12 + 5 =

17 – 12 =

5 03 + 13 =

16 – 3 =

6 18 + 2 =

20 – 18 =

7 09 + 9 =

18 – 9 =

3 7+7

7 8+7
8 9+5
9 11 – 2
10 13 – 2
11 14 – 2

8 Lisa cooked 18 biscuits. If she

13 Double 8.

Susan had $6 but Peter had
twice as much. How much
money did Peter have?

14 Half of 16

$

12 16 –

= 14

burnt 7, how many were left?

9 Henry bought a dozen apples

and gave 5 away. How many
apples were left?

15

10 James saved $36 but

spent $8. How much did
he have left?

Geometry

✍
✍
✍

Face, edge and vertex

Use the words face, edge and vertex to label the prisms.

8

01_OBR_NSW_MB3_05895_TXT_SI.indd 8
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STEP 4

Assess the results

RESOURCES
Assessment Books

The Maths Plus Assessment Books provide teachers with an easily administered, yet comprehensive,
post-assessment tool. They:
yy provide opportunities for teachers to measure student growth
yy include short post-tests for each topic
yy include a simple marking system that enables easy conversion to percentages.

20

Each Assessment Book page is a snapshot
of work that addresses a specific content
description from the NSW Syllabus.

Post-t
est
from th
e
Maths
P
lu
s3
Assess
ment B
ook

21

EXTENSION

Challenge and
extend

RESOURCES
Advanced Primary Maths

Advanced Primary Maths is the only advanced mathematics program written specifically
for Australian students. It engages and extends students in Years 3 to 6 in line with the
Australian Curriculum.

22

Use the curriculum cross-reference charts, Term Planners
and Find a Topic pages to prepare your lessons.
Austra
lian
Curric
ulum
crossreferen
ce
chart f
r
o
m
Advan
ced Pr
imary
Maths
3

lanner
Term p nced
dva
from A
s3
y Math
r
a
im
r
P

age
opic p
t
a
d
n
Fi
d
dvance
from A
s3
y Math
r
a
im
r
P

23

Advanced Primary Maths
Use the Diagnostic Reviews and Answers section to assess students’
understandings of concepts covered.
Diagn
os
page fr tic Review
om
Primar

rs
Answe anced
Adv
m

o
page fr y Maths 3
Primar

24

Advan
c
y Math ed
s3

Advanced Primary Maths
UNIT

23

Activit
y
from A page
dvance
d
Primar
y
Unit 23 Maths 3
: Num
pattern ber
s

Number patterns

6 Complete each pattern then write a rule for it.
a

8

12

16

20

b

7

10

13

16

c

18

22

26

30

d

30

35

40

45

7 Add 6 to this sequence of numbers.
+

6

16

26

36

46

56

66

76

86

89

99

My pattern is
take away 5.
55, 50, 45, …

6
What did you learn about this number sequence?
8 Subtract 6 from this sequence of numbers.
−

19

29

39

49

59

69

79

6

Students can use the Super
Problem Solving pages, with
Open-ended Challengers and
Weekly Testers, to consolidate
and extend their learning

What did you learn about this number sequence?
9 Complete the pattern up to 8 numbers, then state what the tenth number or term
would be.
2

a

4

6

8

10

c

What would be the tenth number?

3

b

6

9

12

15

14

18

22

26

30

What would be the tenth term?

d

What would be the tenth number?

16

22

28

34

40

What would be the tenth term?

SUPER QUESTION
10 Complete the number patterns.
16

a

32

64

Super problem solving
b

512

256

UNIT

23

128
11 Answer the number sentences. Always do the work in the brackets first.

104

a (3 + 7) × 2 =
Describe, continue and create number patterns resulting from performing addition and subtraction (ACMNA060)
b 2 × (5 – 3) =
c 2+3×5=
d 4 × (20 – 10) =
e (13 – 7) × 5 =

Super Questions for exploring
concepts at a higher level

f
g
h
i
j

(20 – 6) ÷ 2 =
(20 – 13) × 4 =
(40 – 20) ÷ 4 =
20 × 2 – 6 =
9 × 5 – 27 =

k
l
m
n
o

5×4+3×6=
6 × 5 + 20 ÷ 5 =
2 × 7 + 26 ÷ 13 =
6 × 6 – 15 ÷ 3 =
10 × 5 – 16 ÷ 4 =

12 Solve the problems.
a

Weekly Testers

Taylor scored 58 runs and
38 runs in his first test match.
What was his total score?

b

5 pizzas cost Mr Brown $35.
How much did each pizza cost if
they were all the same price?

WEEKLY TESTER
13 Ken and Barby each made a prism. Barby finished her
prism and proudly displayed it. Ken was a bit of a slow
worker and only finished the first layer of his prism.
a
b

If Ken’s prism were to have the same number of blocks as
Barby’s, how many more layers would it need?
Design and sketch another prism that is made of 24 cubes.

Barby’s model

Ken’s model

Open-ended Challenger questions
with multiple solutions

OPEN-ENDED CHALLENGER
14 Rebecca paid $15 for her group to enter the zoo. How many children and adults
could have been in Rebecca’s group if children cost $1.50 and adults $6? Show
some examples.

Super
Pro
Solvin blem
g
from A page
dvance
d
Primar
y Math
s
3
Unit 23

Represent money values in multiple ways and count the change required for simple transactions to the nearest five cents (ACMNA059)

105
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Explore the Full Suite
Student Book & Assessment Book Value Packs

9780190027216

9780190027223

9780190027230

9780190027247

9780190027254

9780190027261

9780190027278
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Explore the Full Suite
Teacher Books

9780190319243

9780190319250

9780190319267

9780190319281

9780190319298

9780190319304

9780190319274

Mentals and Homework Books

9780190322793

9780190322809

9780190322816

9780190322823

9780190322830

9780190322847

Advanced Primary Maths

9780190310714

9780190310721

9780190310738

9780190310745

Visit oup.com.au/mathsplus
27

It all
starts
here
Your next steps
To learn more about this series, visit
oup.com.au/mathsplus
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